Diversity and Inclusion
Delivery Plan 2020 - 21

Introduction
This Delivery Plan will enable business areas to build their understanding of
Diversity & Inclusion (D&I), helping them to design and implement D&I into their
services delivery and teams. Business areas will be provided with the tools and
support to embed D&I into their planning and decision-making processes.
The eight objectives within this Delivery Plan (2020 - 21) are aligned to the
outcomes as set out in the Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) Strategy 2017-21:
• A diverse workforce that reflects a modern Scottish society.
• An inclusive working environment where all staff are valued and respected.
• Deliver services that are accessible and meet the needs and expectations of
the diverse groups who connect with the Parliament.
All the objectives in the Delivery Plan include a series of measures to help review
our performance on D&I.
The D&I Board oversees the progress and implementation of the Delivery Plan and
will report to Leadership Group on an annual basis.

Objective 1

Objective 2

Ensure that D&I is part of our
decision making processes and is
effectively built into our systems
and processes

D&I is fully considered through the
practical application of Equality Impact
Assessments (EQIA) for projects set
out in the Parliament's Strategic
Delivery Plan 2019/2020 and networks
are consulted where appropriate.

Objective 4
Provide strong leadership by
actively promoting and
demonstrating commitment to D&I
in Leadership Group (LG)
decision making.

Objective 6
Ensure effective governance with
focus on the relationship between
business areas and the D&I
Board

Objective 3
All business areas are compliant
with Web Accessibility
Regulations.

Objective 5

Our
Objectives

Build the skills and knowledge
within teams to help us respond
to D&I requirements for the
relevant functions/ services
across the organisation.

Objective 8
Objective 7
Ensure boards meet target of '5050
by 2020'.

Meet the commitment of increasing
the diversity of the workplace, with
particular focus on Black, Asian and
Minority Ethnic (BAME) communities
and on young people.

Objective 1
Strategic Aim/s

D&I Strategy Outcome/s

Where are we now?

• Encourage public involvement in our work through the provision of welcoming facilities and services.
• Develop a skilled, diverse and inclusive workforce that embeds our values in all that we do.
• We meet the needs and expectations of the diverse groups who connect with the parliament.
• A diverse workforce that reflects a modern society.
• Our obligations under the Equality Act require us to demonstrate our commitment to advancing equality within our service
delivery and functions. D&I Delivery plans 2017/18 and 2018/19 we concentrated our efforts on outcomes 1 and 2 set out in
the D&I Strategy - based on developing our people management practices. Looking forward our focus will be on outcome 3 ('we
meet the needs and expectations of the diverse groups who connect with the parliament'). In addition, the recommendation
from the recent audit highlights that 'diversity and inclusion be included in future office plans and staff performance
management arrangements'.

What do we need to do?

• Ensure that D&I is part of our decision making processes and is effectively built into our systems and processes.

Who will be responsible?

• LG/D&I Board/Group Heads/Office Heads

How will we know we got there?

•
•
•
•
•

LG papers reflect D&I considerations by having completed EQIAs.
Office and individual objectives are set for D&I.
EQIA are completed for budgets and office plans.
Annual Group reporting will show how D&I has been embedded.
Services and policies are inclusive.

What are the timescales?

•
•
•
•
•

LG papers - EQIAs built in from September 2020
Office and individual objectives set from September 2020.
EQIAs to be completed for budgets and office plans in line with office plan/ budget planning timescales (September 2020)
Annual report completed in line with SPCB annual reporting timescales (May 2021).
Service and policies are inclusive - reviewed by D&I Board (ongoing)

Dependencies

• Business areas and LG take ownership of EQIAs to help inform their decisions.
• Refresh of EQIAs
• Support to offices from HR office will use business partnering model to support business areas to conduct EQIAs, review data
and evaluate activities.

Objective 2
Strategic Aim/s

•
•

Encourage public involvement in our work through the provision of welcoming facilities and services.
Develop a skilled, diverse and inclusive workforce that embeds our values in all that we do.

D&I Strategy Outcome/s

•
•

We meet the needs and expectations of the diverse groups who connect with the parliament.
A diverse workforce that reflects a modern society

Where are we now?

•

There is an EQIA process that is currently under utilised by offices and teams. The evidence shows that the number of EQIAs
do not correlate with the number of policies/ projects and programmes in the Parliament.

What do we need to do?

•
•

EQIA is refreshed and communicated to staff.
D&I is fully considered through the practical application of EQIAs for projects set out in the Parliament's Strategic Delivery Plan
2019/2020 and networks are consulted where appropriate.

Who will be responsible?

•

Group Heads/Office Heads/ Senior Responsible Officers (SRO)

How will we know we got there?

•
•
•

EQIA guidance and process will be refreshed.
EQIAs are built into review of the strategic plan and its priorities.
EQIA is completed for projects included in strategic plan.

What are the timescales?

•
•
•

EQIA roll out and refreshed by September 2020
EQIA built into review of strategic plan and its priorities from September 2020
EQIA links to all projects from September 2020.

Dependencies

•

Business areas and LG take ownership of EQIAs to help inform their decisions.

Objective 3
Strategic Aim/s

•

Encourage public involvement in our work through the provision of welcoming facilities and services.

D&I Strategy Outcome/s

•

We meet the needs and expectations of the diverse groups who connect with the parliament.

Where are we now?

•

Our information to the public should be accessible and inclusive of all groups. There has been a lot of progress in making our
information more accessible but we have new compliance requirements around web content and accessibility to adhere to.

What do we need to do?

•

All business areas are compliant with Web Accessibility Regulations that come into effect in 2019. This covers content,
language, presentation and accessibility.

Who will be responsible?

•

Group Heads/Web Owners

How will we know we got there?

•
•

Accessibility audits show our information is meeting accessibility standards.
Framework in place to ensure AA standard is met post September 2020 deadline.

What are the timescales?

•
•
•

Procurement contract in place by January 2020
Review carried out by March 2020 to identify the extent of the work.
Accessibility audits carried out March to September 2020.

Dependencies

•

Web owners are aware of the legislation requirements, conduct accessibility audits and put in place actions to meet the
legislative requirements.

Objective 4
Strategic Aim/s

•

Efficiently provide the Parliament with high quality effective corporate services and good governance

D&I Strategy Outcome/s

•

An inclusive working environment where all staff feel valued and respected.

Where are we now?

•

LG has committed to D&I through adoption of the D&I strategy, the setting up of Networks and nomination of senior diversity
champions.

What do we need to do?

•
•
•

Provide strong leadership by actively promoting and demonstrating commitment to D&I in LG decision making.
Review the support available to sponsors and if sponsors should rotate.
Engage the senior sponsors through the six monthly meetings with Network Chair and D&I Board meetings

Who will be responsible?

•

Leadership Group

How will we know we got there?

•
•
•

Support is in place for senior sponsors to align their activities to meeting the strategic priorities.
External benchmarking shows improvement in D&I leadership criteria.
D&I staff survey shows increased positive engagement by senior leaders.

What are the timescales?

•
•

Seek feedback from sponsors on the delivery of their role by September 2020
D&I survey completed by March 2021

Dependencies

•

LG are committed to taking individual responsibility for D&I and have the ability to share and learn from each of the sponsors on
how improve service with their engagement with the networks.

Objective 5
Strategic Aim/s

•
•

Encourage public involvement in our work through welcoming facilities and services.
Develop a skilled, diverse and inclusive workforce that embeds our values in all that we do.

D&I Strategy Outcome/s

•

We meet the needs and expectations of the diverse groups who connect with the parliament

Where are we now?

•

To make the shift towards meeting level 3 in the maturity model for D&I different business areas will need to have the rights
skills and knowledge to embed D&I across all its functions and services.

What do we need to do?

•

Build the skills and knowledge across the teams to help us respond to D&I requirements for the relevant functions/ services
across the organisation.

Who will be responsible?

•

Group/Office Heads

How will we know we got there?

•
•

Business areas have identified what knowledge/ skills gaps there are on D&I and provided with the appropriate support to upskill teams where relevant.
Support is available from the HR office to facilitate learning and build understanding of D&I issues.

What are the timescales?

•
•

HR office to engage with the business areas on identifying opportunities and gaps by January 2021.
On going support and guidance in place by January 2021.

Dependencies

•

Group/Office heads will take the steps to engage with their teams with the support of HR Office to identify where D&I can
impact on their business areas.

Objective 6
Strategic Aim/s

•

Efficiently provide the Parliament with high quality effective corporate services and good governance

D&I Strategy Outcome/s

•

An inclusive working environment where all staff feel values and respected.

Where are we now?

•

The Board has refreshed its remit and membership to work towards level 3 in the D&I maturity model and focus on
embedding D&I across all functions and services. In addition, the recommendation from the recent audit highlighted that the
D&I Board set out its dependencies and working relationships with other offices of the parliamentary service to ensure
expectations of Offices and the D&I Board are met.

What do we need to do?

•

Upskill the board to develop its new role and establish how it will work with LG and the business areas to ensure they deliver
on D&I.

Who will be responsible?

•

D&I Board

How will we know we got there?

•
•

New remit and membership formed. Dependencies and working relationship clearly defined.
Robust reporting systems to evaluate performance of D&I across the organisation established.

What are the timescales?

•
•

New board formed by September 2019
Robust reporting systems in place by October 2020.

Dependencies

•

Availability of resources and appropriate knowledge required of all Board members in aligning with the Board's remit.

Objective 7
Strategic Aim/s

•

Develop a skilled, diverse and inclusive workforce that embeds our values in all that we do.

D&I Strategy Outcome/s

•
•

An inclusive working environment where all staff feel values and respected.
A diverse workforce that reflects a modern society.

Where are we now?

•

The Parliament has made a commitment to '5050 by 2020' to diversify the membership of boards.

What do we need to do?

•

LG to monitor and review the diversity of its boards and to set out its goals towards meeting its target of '5050 by 2020'.

Who will be responsible?

•

LG/Senior Responsible Officers (SRO)

How will we know we got there?

•
•

Annual monitoring and reporting on diversity of boards to LG.
Mainstreamed into review of all strategic boards.

What are the timescales?

•

Review boards in line with board review and auditing timelines by January 2021.

Dependencies

•

Buy in and a commitment from Boards to ensure that there is a gender balance of membership.

Objective 8
Strategic Aim/s

•

Develop a skilled, diverse and inclusive workforce that embeds our values in all that we do.

D&I Strategy Outcome/s

•

A diverse workforce that reflects a modern society.

Where are we now?

•

The last two years have focused on embedding D&I into our people management practices and recruitment. Recruiting
externally, the Apprenticeship programme, launching the temporary resourcing and positive action and specific targeting
programmes has enabled us to attract people from more diverse backgrounds. This also needs to be relevant at a local level
to identify where there might be barriers for different groups, are there impacts from within the wider sector and labour market
and what progress are we making as an employer towards addressing those barriers.

What do we need to do?

•

LG to meets its commitments to increasing the diversity of the workplace - in particular those from BAME communities and
young people.
Collect data to determine whether further work is required in relation to different socio-economic backgrounds.
Group Heads to scrutinise diversity data from recruitment exercises to identify potential barriers and put action plans in place
to address these.

•
•

Who will be responsible?

•

Leadership Group

How will we know we got there?

•
•
•

Improvement plan in place to review the diversity of the workforce and where groups are identified as underrepresented.
Annual monitoring and reporting of diversity workforce.
Group heads monitor and review diversity at local level and develop objectives for future recruitment competitions in terms of
targeting and use of positive action measures.

What are the timescales?

•
•
•

Improvement plan in place by December 2020.
Annual reporting completed by December 2019 and 2020
Recruitment data reviewed for each competition - commences January 2021

Dependencies

•

Business areas and LG take ownership and have the knowledge and understanding to deliver on D&I and learn through best
practice by sharing resources and how data can been used to address any underrepresentation and where actions can be
taken.

